
Upcoming Dates: 

1/31: OLAC DOTY 
Award Presented 
to Clearview  

1/31: Clearview 
PD Presentation 
@OLAC Conference 

2/1:  VES PT 
Conferences 

2/6: Math PD at 
ESCLC  

2/8: DMS PT 
Conferences 

2/15: CHS PT 
Conferences  

2/20: DMS ELA 
PD Session #2 
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New Staff Apparel Item Available - Quarter Zip!  
To further support our PBIS House Spirit Days a new  
apparel item is now available for Clearview staff. It is a 
quarter zip shirt that comes in light 
gray with your House Logo design 
colored on the chest. If you are        
interested, click on the link below to 
access the order form. Bulk orders 
are required; therefore, 
the order window on 
this item will only be 
open now until           
February 7th, 2024. 
House System Spirit!  

Your value 

doesn’t           

decrease 

based on 

someone’s 

inability to 

see your 

worth.   

    ~Zig     
  Ziglar 

Clearview Renaissance STAR Midyear Testing; Window Open Through January 31st 

Renaissance STAR testing is an important               
assessment practice in Clearview. Three times 
(minimum) per year students engage in STAR          
testing for both Reading and Math. The assessment 
practice is supposed to be a tool FOR learning - 
meaning the testing info and data obtained are to be used for analytics          
regarding student growth and progress. This information is therefore to be 
used to inform our instruction as educators.  
 What growth have your students made?  
 What students may need additional support and intervention?  
 What standards need to be further addressed?  
STAR also serves as a predictor to Ohio State Testing performance. The       
information that can be reviewed from the initial benchmarking test in       
September to midyear to see what strengths and deficiencies may exist. It 
is great to see teachers in the district setting goals for their students to assist with test              
motivation. We can improve district wide with Renaissance STAR Testing use and analytics;        
especially as new teachers get introduced to this practice. This will need to be considered looking 
forward so that all can become confident stewards to this process K12.  
 

As a reminder the STAR Testing Midyear window is currently open through January 31st. 
Thanks to those teacher that have already tested. This is an important time period to analyze 
student growth since the start of the school year. If you need any assistance regarding                  
Renaissance STAR Testing please let me know and I will be happy to assist.  
 

Not sure what you or your team can do with STAR data? Check out the link below that             
reviews STAR reports and details regarding the data that testing provides. Review as a Teacher 
Based Team. Also included is a link containing a videos reviews 

https://www.renaissance.com/resources/star-assessment-reports/#:~:text=Star Diagnostic Report&text=It helps teachers identify areas,of Proximal Development (ZPD).
https://clearviewstaffquarterzip.itemorder.com/


Instructional Strategies Review: Inductive Teaching Strategy 
In each issue of the Connection I will review a particular instructional 
strategy: Inductive Teaching Strategy. In the more traditional deductive 
teaching approach, teachers present a rule or concept to a learner and 
then students think about it, practice it, and learn it. However, inductive 
teaching strategies flow in the opposite direction that is more learner 
centered. Students are presented with facts and then the students are 
asked to come up with their own rules regarding those facts. This is also 
a form of Inquiry based learning. Kids therefore must use critical                 
thinking skills as a result, getting into more DOK 3 and 4. For example, 
if a Middle School science teacher wants to teach kids about animal  
classification. In the deductive model, the teacher gives a presentation on classification then 
kids are given a list of animal cards with characteristics they must group accordingly. In an        
inductive model, the teacher first gives students animal cards with characteristics, then ask the 
kids to create groupings of the animals bas on their own observation. What reasoning was 
used? What groups did they create on their own? Then the teacher ties the kids classifications 
with a lesson on taxonomy. See the difference? Check the link below for more:  

An advantage 
of Inductive 

Learning is that 
it uses the 
practice of 
identifying  

similarities and 
differences - A 
research based 

top strategy 

Ohio State Testing Spring 2024 Preparation 
Each issue of the Curriculum Connection from now 
until Spring will contain a section on Ohio State         
Testing Preparation. In this issue I am sharing info on 
accessing practice testing from the state site. This link 
can be used to provide students with state test           
questions that they will see when the actual test is  
administered in the spring. Just by seeing the setup of 
the test format can put students at ease come test 
time. It can provide a comfort level that can lead to 
less anxiety and overall better test performance. In         
addition, teachers can review student performance on 
practice testing to see potential strengths and           
weaknesses regarding test content. There are many 
advantages of practice testing that can lead to better 
test performance. Regardless, Clearview students 
should be afforded an opportunity to practice. Provide 
feedback sessions to review commonly missed            
questions as a whole class. Review test vocabulary that may be new to students even though 
the standard has been covered. Build student confidence by adding incentives for preparation 
and practice as motivation. Use the link below to access the OST Practice Tests:   
 

SmartPass and Teacher Laptop Announcement - Attention Gr5-12 Staff:  

An important announcement for Clearview teachers grades 5-12; teachers at DMS and CHS. 
Both of these buildings are currently in the first year of using SmartPass, a digital student hall 
pass management system. *Teacher Laptops are not to be used for SmartPass kiosks in 
your classroom. If you are interested in having a chromebook in 
your classroom to be used as a SmartPass kiosk please submit a 
ticket with Vinson Tech and one can be arranged for your room 
for this purpose. Any questions please let me know; I’ll assist.  

https://login2.cambiumtds.com/student_core/V70/Pages/LoginShell.aspx?c=Ohio_PT&a=Student
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/inductive-learning/


Clearview Math PD Scheduled for February 6th at the ESCLC 
Improving student academic achievement in math is a district goal as 
identified through the Ohio Improvement Process. An important part 
of that goal is to provide professional learning for our math teachers. 
Therefore, Clearview Math teachers grades 4-12 will participate in a 
day of collaboration, organization, and PD on 
Tuesday, February 6th, 2024. The event will take 
place at the Educational Service Center of Lorain 
County. Mallary Mancino, Math Specialist at the 
ESCLC will be facilitating the event. The activities 
presented will be specific to math instruction and 
organization for grades 4-12 and include:  
 

1) Data: Interpretation and analysis  

2) Curriculum: Mapping and vertical alignment 

3) Lesson Design: Instructional strategy and lesson structure 
 

Thank you in advance to the Clearview math teachers listed in the graphic for your                   
participation. Your continued efforts for professional learning are greatly appreciated.  

Clearview Math          
PD Participants: 

 Sally Roule 

 Alex Ritter 

 Doug Benzel 

 Jennifer Parker 

 Kari Cooley 

 Deb Molnar 

 Stephanie Stillwagon 

 Jennifer Farley 

 Deb Henderson 

 Hannah Weber 

 Nick Dimacchia 

 Larry Pearson 

Clearview Virtual Academy Enrollment Semester #2 for 2023-24 

The Clearview Virtual Academy is the fourth school “building” in our 
school district as recognized by the Ohio Department of Education 
and Workforce. CVA is our 100% online school option for grades 6-
12 students and parents seeking an alternative digital school option 
for their education. Students in CVA use Edmentum Courseware as 
their self-paced curriculum. Self-discipline, drive, and work ethic are 
needed in order to be successful. Students must maintain consistent 
academic progress in order to remain enrolled 
in the program. CHS teacher Aurea Fisher is 
the CVA Student Monitor; she oversees      
student progress and assists students and 
families accordingly with all aspects of their 
online participation. For our second semester 
in the 2023-24 school year, CVA has an enrollment of 43 students. Only in its third year,        
Clearview Virtual Academy continues to provide an online educational alternative for kids.   

Durling Middle School ELA Teachers Scheduled for Session Two of PD  

The English Language Arts teachers at DMS participated in a full day 
of organization and professional development recently at the           
Educational Service Center of Lorain County. Back on December 8th, 
2023 the team (listed right) spent a day identifying writing rubric             
particulars and discussed other vertical alignment topics. They also 
engaged in the Reading Tiered Fidelity Inventory activity that was  
conducted at both CHS and VES with Building Leadership Teams.  
 

A second session to continue their work is scheduled for February 
20th, 2024. The event will be facilitated by SST2’s Kate Hamilton. 
The same group of teachers will collaborate so that student writing 
expectations, common language, and standards alignment can be 
identified accordingly. This is important work. Improvement in        
student academic achievement for Literacy is a district goal that has been identified for the Ohio 
Improvement Process. Thanks in advance to this teacher group for your participation!  

DMS ELA PD  
Participants: 
 Turner Jones 

 Dustie Cooper 

 Amber McEwen 

 Pat Bray 

 Jenny McMahon 

 Jen Koehn 

 Karrie Stafford 

 Brianna Potts 



Active, Engaged, and Innovative Classroom Learning in Clearview!  

Each issue of Curriculum Connection will include reports from our classrooms around the     
district. We want to do our best to promote active, engaged, and innovative lesson plans. What 
are your colleagues doing to engage Clearview students? The idea is to show appreciation for the 
hard work it takes to plan and develop such lessons.  
 

Cheerios for math not breakfast!! I made a visit this 
past week to Jamie Dodson’s 3rd grade classroom 
to observe a math lesson. Academic Coach Rebecca 
Woodworth was co-teaching using the team teach 
model. The lesson involved the kids first exposure to 
division. To provide a visual, Rebecca and Jamie 
used Cheerios cereal. Each cooperative group of  
students were given a large plate filled with the     
cereal. Next, they were given division problems on a worksheet. 16/8 = ? ; etc…  Kids found the 
whole number and counted out Cheerios equaling the number. Then they divided the cereal into 
groups for the divisor. This provided a very specific (and tasty) visual that was informative and 
fun for the kids! No eating was initially allowed!    
 

I was witness to an awesome Algebra lesson in 
Deb Molnar’s class at CHS this past week. Deb 
was teaching the process for factoring quadratic 
equations by using “Big X” and “The Box”           
method. Intervention Specialist Nick Dimacchia 
was co-teaching using the one teach one assist 
model. Deb modeled the strategy for kids on the 
Interactive TV and students followed along using 
a copy of the problems at their desk. Using an I Do; We Do; You Do lesson 
strategy the students eventually practiced independently while Deb and Nick rotated around the 
room monitoring their progress. I enjoyed Deb’s enthusiasm for the lesson, continually               
encouraging and motivating her math students!! Great work!  
 

Recently in Dustie Cooper’s 8th grade ELA class, a Martin      
Luther King Jr. lesson was conducted. Coinciding with the              
nation’s day of remembrance that was observed recently, Dustie 
used a learning activity from our CommonLit 360 resource. Kids 
read an article on MLK Jr. that reflected on several important, 
historic topics such as the Civil Rights Movement, non-violent 
protest, and the Montgomery Bus Boycott. During the reading 
several comprehension questions available on the site were used 
for class discussion. In addition, Dustie’s students watched the 
famous “I Have a Dream” speech in it entirety. Awesome MLK Day learning activity!  
 

More Martin Luther King Jr. learning activities 
witnessed! I stopped into Jimmy Calhoun’s 
grade 6 social studies class Thrusday. Jimmy 
was using several key resources for his lesson. He 
used Flocabulary and Edpuzzle - these                
microlearning videos also included                      
comprehension questions that the kids had to 
complete.  Another interesting learning activity 
involved the reading of Dr. Suess’s Yurtle the          
Turtle which is about Yertle, the King of the Turtles who enjoys his pond and governs it, but 
power corrupts, and Yertle craves more. The poem connects to politics and government. Jimmy 
had the kids engage in a critical thinking activity called “You’re the Poet” where kids were            
challenged with continuing the Yertle story by writing their own follow up to the poem!!  


